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A number of our contacts in admissions offices confirmed this past weekend what we’ve 
surmised for the past four years was inevitable: College Board is eliminating the SAT  Subject 
Tests program and the SAT Essay as part of a plan to reduce costs and push more students to 
take APs. The Subject Tests and Essay have been on a steady decline for more than a decade and 
became even less supportable during the pandemic. College Board is focusing resources on their 
popular AP program and on the race against ACT to move testing online in ways that are secure, 
equitable, and more efficient. 

Why is College Board making this decision now? 
The Subject Test and Essay eliminations are sure to be roundly celebrated by students and 
counselors who see the move for what it is on its face: a few less items to worry about. And 
those supportive cheers will play conveniently well into the College Board’s couching of this 
decision as a purely selfless, student-friendly act.  

But it’s not that simple. While the end of Subject Tests removes one discretionary concern from 
the minds of a narrow band of college applicants (about 10% of college-bound students took 
Subject Tests each year), it also frees up resources for the College Board to allocate elsewhere. 
After celebrating the public relations win of today’s news, College Board will continue doubling 
down on its efforts and investments to push AP further into the center of the industrial enterprise 
it so heavily influences: create more AP programs, sell more AP exams, and perhaps even 
encourage colleges to think of AP scores as de facto college admissions measurements. 

So was this a compassionate act aimed at simplifying the lives of students? Or was this a 
pragmatic decision to cut one’s worst losses? It was both. Today’s news represents at once a 
move away from an unpopular underperformer and a step toward better nourishing a more 
tolerated product line with greater potential to thrive. Everybody wins, perhaps? It just feels like 
the College Board wins a little more. 

Despite College Board’s claim of  “widespread availability” for APs, there is far from universal 
availability. The announcement will come as a shock to many students who expected to 
“showcase their knowledge and skills” — in the words of College Board — through the Subject 
Tests rather than through APs. Despite the current pivot, the APs were not designed to be 
admission tests. They remain behind a locked door for many. We have not yet seen any College 
Board announcement to address these concerns. 

We will update this post regularly with further details and analysis. Below is an evolving set of 
Frequently Asked Questions: 

https://www.compassprep.com/author/adam/
https://www.compassprep.com/what-is-the-future-of-sat-subject-tests/
https://www.compassprep.com/what-is-the-future-of-sat-subject-tests/


Does this mean that my Subject Test registration is canceled? 
There will not be any future U.S. administrations of the Subject Tests. International students will 
have the opportunity to take Subject Tests in May and June 2021 before the program is sunset 
altogether. Students can work with College Board to change a Subject Test registration to an 
SAT registration or receive a refund. 

When will colleges update their policies to reflect the cancelation of the Subject Tests and 
Essay? 
It may take time for colleges to react to January 19th’s news. Many colleges do not reevaluate 
testing requirements until after they complete the admission cycle in the spring. Students in the 
class of 2022 or later should be aware that language about Subject Tests and the Essay on college 
websites may be outdated for some time. Colleges that currently utilize the Subject Tests and/or 
the Essay will need to articulate whether those students who have already taken them are 
encouraged to submit them.  

Where does this leave homeschoolers? 
Many admission offices have, in the past, recommended that homeschooled students submit 
supplementary test scores such as APs or Subject Tests. The cancelation of Subject Tests leaves 
a void for these students, who cannot as easily point to grading standards or course rigor. 

Why will there be a few more international administrations of Subject Tests? 
College Board’s member institutions likely lobbied to preserve — even temporarily — Subject 
Tests for international students. Colleges are more dependent on standardized test scores for 
students applying abroad. 

What about U.S. students applying abroad? 
U.S. students applying to schools in the U.K. have often used Subject Tests to meet application 
requirements. Oxford and the University of Edinburgh, for example, each require students to 
submit APs, Subject Tests, or a combination of APs and Subject Tests. Cambridge notes that 
“strong performances in SAT Subject Tests will strengthen an application.” In Canada, McGill 
requires Subject Tests from U.S. students. It’s unclear what adjustments international colleges 
will make. Students may have few options beyond taking APs. 

Will the elimination of Subject Tests mean more interest in AP exams? 
Yes, likely so, especially within certain niches. Even with zero U.S. colleges requiring Subject 
Tests, more than 400,000 were still taken by the class of 2020. This energy has to go somewhere. 
Some of it will flow to heightened interest in APs and more pressure on schools to make AP 
testing opportunities available to students. While more than 80% of US high schools offer AP 
classes, there are thousands of high schools that do not. Some of these schools lack the resources 
to do so, while others have such an abundance of resources that they do not feel the need to 
bother. The latter group — predominantly highly competitive independent schools — finds the 
AP framework constricting. Subject Tests served as an option for non-AP students to 
demonstrate knowledge to colleges. Without that outlet, schools may face renewed questions 
from parents about APs. 



Can I take an AP instead of a Subject Test? 
Some colleges recommend that students provide standardized test scores such as Subject Tests or 
APs. However, the content and expectations on the AP test are different.  Students should 
consider whether an AP test — especially when unconnected from an AP course — makes sense. 

Currently, students can search the AP ledger at https://apcourseaudit.inflexion.org/ledger/ to find 
local schools offering the exams that might be able to accommodate test-takers from other 
schools. The deadline to register for a May exam was pushed back to March 12th this year due to 
the pandemic.  

Is the SAT Essay eliminated entirely? 
The SAT Essay will still be available for students to add on to their SAT through the June 2021 
administration. The Essay may survive beyond June for state-funded School Day testing. College 
Board is contracted to deliver the Essay as part of its SAT program in some states. As an 
admission tool, students should consider the Essay as canceled. 

Do I need to send my Essay score if I took the SAT with Essay? 
College Board does not let students send partial scores from a test date. Our assumption is that 
colleges will drop consideration of the Essay. Students should no longer take the Essay on dates 
where it is optional, but some School Day testing still requires the Essay. 

Will my March SAT w/ Essay registration be canceled? 
No, the Essay is still alive through the June 2021 test date. Students should contact College 
Board if they wish to have their reservations switched to the SAT w/o Essay and the difference 
in fees refunded. 

Will colleges look at SAT Essay and ACT Writing scores that students have already taken? 
Admission offices have not yet said if they will ignore prior essay scores or scores that are part 
of state-mandated testing. Compass does not expect that essay scores will have a role to play for 
the class of 2022 and beyond. 

Will ACT eliminate the Writing test? 
ACT may not want to be seen as immediately following College Board’s lead, but it faces the 
same reality — an essay test that was already struggling prior to the pandemic. ACT’s business 
is even more dependent on state-funded testing, so we expect that it will need time to consult 
with its partners before announcing a decision. Compass’s recommendation is for U.S. students 
to skip any optional Writing test. 
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